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1. The following are the advantages of two way conferencing except

     	      Cost effective

     	      Interactivity

     	      Easy to use

     	--->> Highly intelligible

2. The medium that allows individuals or group of people at two or more locations to 
hear and be heard clearly is called ---

     	      Broadcast Radio

     	      Visual teleconference

     	--->> Audio teleconference

     	      Video-conferencing

3. The electronic learning that allows for interactivity between the learning content and 
the learners is called ---

     	      Comprehensive

     	      Asynchionous

     	--->> Synchronous

     	      e-Learning

4. Some example of open and distance Universities include these except ---

     	      University of South Africa

     	      National Open University of Nigeria

     	      United Kingdom Open University

     	--->> All of the options

5. The Central Radio and Television University CRTVU was established at where ----
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     	      Ghana

     	      India

     	      Shanghai

     	--->> Beijing

6. Which approach consitutes --- learner - centred, learner-friendly, and learneer 
committed

     	      Open learning

     	--->> Flexible learning

     	      Individualized learning

     	      Computer assisted instruction

7. Learning using electronic means is called ---

     	      Computer assisted learning

     	      Computer mediated learning

     	      Computer managed learning

     	--->> E-learning

8. One of the reasons for open learning is

     	      Provide education to working class

     	      Provide education to non-working class

     	--->> Remove all barriers against education to all

     	      Compete with conventional system

9. One of the earliest media used in distance education is

     	      Walkie talkie

     	--->> Broadcast Radio

     	      Telephone

     	      Video-conferencing
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10. Ajayi (2001) opines that ICT integration into classroom allows the teachers to be ---

     	      Managers of the class

     	      Authority of the content

     	      Partners in the class

     	--->> Facilitators in the class
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